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ABSTRACT: The major concern is on energy-efficient routing in wireless sensor networks. Existing routing schemes
assigns energy-related costs and obtain the shortest paths. Maximum achievable lifetime and optimal link cost are low in the
existing routing schemes. The best performance is achieved by obtaining the shortest path in distributed routing algorithm.
The present distributed shortest path routing network provides best link cost and have maximum lifetime. Heuristic algorithm
is developed with low complexity to obtain best performance to provide route selection framework and a bench mark in
evaluating the existing routing algorithm energy efficiency.
Keywords: Optimal link cost, distributed shortest path routing, heuristic algorithm.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Wireless sensor network systems has been attracting
much attention on areas such as in engineering and science
in an emerging research area. A sensor networks application
includes management of home energy, environmental
monitoring Phenomena and traffic control. Sensor networks
are utilized in data gathering applications which deal in
several types of performance in network, efficiency in
lifetime and capacity. The optimization performance is
adopting a suitable materials managing strategic of standalone battery powered equipments in sensors. Optimizing in
lifetime is fulfilled by energy consumption of a sensors and
giving the network lifetime significantly. Network lifetime
is time taken for the first node to run off battery. The
capacity maximizing and lifetime of the network are two
major goals. The increase in network capacity requires in
increasing of the transmission of data rates at the nodes
which in turn increases the energy consumption by reduces
the network lifetime.
The application gathers the data required to measuring of
environmental values and by transmitting of the data to the
base station without interruption in sensors. Proper routing
scheme is
required in establishment of routes from any node to sink
node in the network. This information is transmitted by
each node which includes its own data stream and traffic
received in the network from different nodes. The network
performance is measured by depending highly on the
strategic routing. Optimizing in lifetime of routing are the
network layer protocols is aiming to balance the load in
traffic of effective paths from the source to the sink nodes.
To have better achievement in lifetime performance, many
strategies have been introduced, is involving combining
selection of routes and resource allocation schemes.
Utilizing mobility topology control.

Network layer strategies: algorithm inside this class uses
effective selection in routing in improving the lifetime of
network sensors. This can be classified as based in
optimization method. These both classes classify energyrelated metrics in the optimization procedure. Main
difference between these lies in implementation and
underlying assumption. Optimizing based methods, usually
in routing being simplified as network diagram flow, and
assuming that data is being transmitted from any definite
node can be divided randomly in the routes chosen in the
base stations between nodes.
Topology Control: This approach uses many mechanisms
such as controlling power and to control clusters in the
topology of a network sensor and optimization in its
lifetime. Optimizing scheme in lifetime is uniformly
presenting deployment in a network sensors by creating
coronas on the base station and energy consumption
balancing techniques are provided in every corona. The
routing that is proposed here is hybrid combining the multi
hop flat routing and multi hop hierarchy routing.

2.

DETAILS EXPERIMENTAL

2.1. Existing routing approach
The existing approach namely Flood, all the possible
paths for about 2 neighbor set levels are discovered by
using the process of flooding and forwarding. For each of
the possible paths the routing metrics especially end to end
delay is computed which is directly proportional to
bandwidth. Finally the path is chosen to send the packets
which has the lowest set of end to end delay. Drawbacks in
flood algorithm as follows complexity is very high because
of discovery of huge number of routes and also for each of
the routes lot of control packets are wasted.
The energy consumed is very high due to fact that the
energy required for transmission and Euclidean distance are
directly proportional to energy consumed hence as the
number of links are high the energy consumed is high.
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Proposed routing approach
Distributed Lifetime-Efficient Routing algorithm
computes the link cost based on energy as one metrics and
hop count. After the measure it picks the forward node
based on the cost metric of the link. The process followed
proves to be more efficient than the existing flood algorithm
approach with respect to various parameters namely end to
end delay, total number of hops, energy consumed, and
total number of alive node, number of dead nodes and
residual energy of the network. In distributed lifetimes
efficient routing the source node finds its neighbors and
checks whether the neighbor list has destination. Compute
the link cost for each nodes in the network and picking the
node which has lowest link cost.
Calculate LINK COST: The link cost is given by
Link cost 

1



hopcount
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flooding and forwarding. Flood algorithms drawbacks are
such as complexity and very high energy consumption.
Distributed Lifetime-Efficient Routing algorithm computes
the link cost based on energy as one metrics and hop count.
It Computes the link cost for every nodes in the network
and picking the node which has lowest link cost.

Start

Number of Nodes, Source Node,
Destination Node, Transmission Range,

Perform the Node deployment using a 100*
100 area and spread the nodes randomly

Econsumed
1
Total Energy  data rate

Where,
Econsumed  Energy consumed on link

The energy consumed again is given by
Ec  2 E

tx

 Eamp d

Initialize all the nodes with the same amount
of energy

γ

E tx  energy required for data transmission
Eamp  energy required for data generation

Perform the Multiple Route Discovery using
a FLOOD Algorithm

d  distance between two intermediate nodes
γ  environment factor
0.1 γ  1

Data Flow diagram shows how the data flows in a sequence
of processing steps. The Node Deployment algorithm
which is used to place the nodes in the network across a
given area. Each of the router topology is based on
randomized placement of nodes using node deployment
algorithm. The routing table formation algorithm helps in
route discovery process from the perspective of neighbor
discovery.
The routing table formation process can be divided into
following phases
1) Global Routing Table flowchart
2) Individual Routing Table flowchart
Global Routing Table flowchart:
The Global Routing Table flowchart is responsible
for generation of routing tables for all the nodes in the
network.

Measure Time Taken for the Multiple
Routes

Select the best route based on the Lowest
Time

Find out the data rate for the neighbors

Perform the Route Discovery using Lifetime
Efficient Algorithm

Comparison of FLOOD and Life time Efficient
Algorithm for parameter
1. End to End Delay 2. Total number of Hops
3. Energy Consumption 4. Residual Energy

Individual Routing Table flowchart:
The individual routing table flowchart is responsible for
generating the routing table for the specific node in the
network.
Flood algorithm, floods all the possible paths for about 2
neighbor set that are discovered by using the process of

Fig 2.1. Flowchart in detail
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Efficient lifetime routing algorithm actively adjusts the
values of the link cost and obtains the less path costs in
operating network. Figure 3.1 node id and battery power for
each nodes.

Fig 3.4 shows energy consumed in mJ, comparing LTE
and flood

Fig 3.1 shows Node ids vs battery power in Mj
Figure 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 shows the comparison between the
flood and lifetime efficient routing algorithm, fig.3.2 shows
end to end delay red and blue line represents flood and
lifetime efficient routing respectively. Number of hops from
source to destination is shown in the fig. 3.3. Energy
consumed by each node is shown in the fig 3.4. Hence, it is
proved that lifetime efficient routing gives best
performance.

Fig 3.5 shows number of alive nodes

Fig 3.6 shows number of dead nodes

CONCLUSION
Fig 3.2. shows end to end delay, comparing LTE and
flood

Fig 3.3 shows number of hops, comparing LTE and
flood

Best solution for distributing minimum cost
problem in routing is presented in network sensors. The
analytical solution is utilized to determining of the collision
of link cost values and the sub graph results on the
consuming of the energy and network lifetime. The pattern
of consumption of energy is developed for the nodes in the
networks. The same pattern is used in a general
optimization of the lifetime frameworks. The highest
lifetime achievable of network with the varying link cost
assignment is being obtained below any shortest path
routing approach. In the aim to find a subset of modes
operating with an complex level of arbitrary of the network
the heuristic algorithm is proposed. Values of link cost
optimization is being developed in a distributed fashion,
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resulting in the best performance. Future scope is that the
Algorithms can make use of Centralized Server and
Security mechanisms to reduce the overhead.
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